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(Possible) Connections to FIPs



Disclaimer

This is my personal view, and does not 
represent that of the Antimatter Community!

(unlike Lindley’s talk, yesterday) 

Shameless self-promotion alert!

Thanks to S. Ulmer, M. Hori, M. Doser for slides/input



Antimatter and FIPs

To test fundamental symmetries
between matter and antimatter
at the highest precision possible 

Technology 
driven field

Technologies developed for 
antimatter studies can be applied to 
other areas such as FIPs searches

We have been at this for 90 years!
(Positron discovered in Aug 6, 1932)

Primary objective 

Take Home



CERN’s Antiproton Facility (Stefan Ulmer, AD Users Chair)



Categorizing physics via the interactions

CPT even

CPT odd

Lorentz even Lorentz odd

Each sector addresses different questions 



Different Questions

CPT even

CPT odd

Lorentz even Lorentz odd

SM
Most of BSM, FIPs

Typical questions asked 
(at low energies) 
– Is there new CPV?
– How is neutrino mass 

generated? 
– Does proton decay?
– What is dark matter?
– Are there FIPs in Nature? 

Overriding Question: 
L = ?

What is the fundamental 
Lagrangian of Nature?



Different Questions

CPT even

CPT odd

Lorentz even Lorentz odd

LV EFT 
(e.g. SM Extension)

SM
Most of BSM

LV EFT 
(e.g. SM Extension)

Is there a preferred 
direction (or coordinate) 
in Nature?

LV EFT (Kostelecky, 
Pospelov etc), a popular 
framework 

Well tested with matter-
only expts; antimatter 
expts sensitive to fine-
tuned scenarios



Different Questions

CPT even

CPT odd

Lorentz even Lorentz odd

LV EFT 
(e.g. SM Extension)

SM
Most of BSM

LV EFT 
(e.g. SM Extension)Beyond local QFT

Is “L = ?” the right question 
to ask?

Is local QFT a correct 
description of Nature?

Lorentz even, CPT odd 
interactions cannot happen in 
local QFT (Greenberg 2002)



Testing Quantum Field Theory

• What’s the most precise test of QFT? 
• At low energies, electron g-2?
• QED test limited to 10-10 level

– Need a measurement of α
[talk by P. Claude]

• Hydrogen atom spectroscopy at 
4x10-15

• Comparison with QED hindered by 
proton radius

• Antimatter-matter comparison 
could test aspects of QFT at higher 
precisions
– BASE: antiproton-proton q/m

comparison: 1.6 x 10-11
– ALPHA: 1s-2s in anti-H: 2x10-12

New measurement of electron g-2
arXiv:2209.13084



Experiments at CERN Antimatter Facility
(Selected Examples)
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AD experiments: Examples

CPT even

CPT odd

Lorentz even Lorentz odd

LV EFT 
(e.g. SM Extension)

SM
Most of BSM, FIPs

LV EFT 
(e.g. SM Extension)Beyond local QFT

à BASE



BASE: Antiproton charge-to-mass ratio

FFTAmpAmp
Rp LpCp

Resonator

Low Noise Amp

FFT

BASE-STEP: 
Transportable pbar trap

Nature 601, 53 (2022)

q/m ratio between anti-p and p: 1.000000000003(16)
1.6 x 10-11 precision (∆f ~ 400 µHz) !!!

• Trap single antiproton
• Cyclotron freq via image currents 

with sensitive detector
• >24,000 measurements over 1.5

yr: using only 5 pbars!
• AD environment limiting factor
à Portable trap to transport 

pbars to a more quite labl!

à Factor 5–10 imprv’t in near future?



BASE: Antiproton magnetic moment (Holy Grail)

• Antiproton g-factor
– Requires quantum spin flip detection
– Very hard; pbar g-factor 1/660 of e-
– New double trap method

1.5 x 10-9 precision!

Nature 550, 317 (2017)

à Factor 5–10 imprv’t in near future?



BASE: (CPT violating) ALP Dark Matter– Antiproton coupling
Nature 575, 31 (2019)

Look for modulations of pbar spin precession from 
interaction of axion field and pbar spin vector  Limit on CPT violating DM!



Categorizing via the interactions

CPT even

CPT odd

Lorentz even Lorentz odd

LV EFT 
(e.g. SM Extension)

SM
Most of BSM, FIPs

LV EFT 
(e.g. SM Extension)Beyond local QFT

à ALPHA
à BASE



20 Years of Cold Antihydrogen

ATHENA at CERN AD 

Production of cold antihydrogen, Oct 3, 2002

Trapped antihydrogen, Nov. 17, 2010

• ATHENA finished in 2004
• Developed new experiment to trap
anti-H for precision measurements in 2005

• ALE —Antihydrogen Laser Experiment

• ALPHA: Antihydrogen Laser Physics Apparatus
(now confusing with Wilczek’s axion experiment!)



Technical developments over past 20 years (one example) 

Improvements in trapping rates; now routinely accumulate 
>1000 anti-H, by repeated leading, or “stacking”



Antihydrogen Spectroscopy with ALPHA at CERN

1s-2s: 2x10-12

Nature 541, 506 (2017)
Nature 557, 71 (2018)

HFS: 9x10-6(Prelim.)
Nature 483, 439 (2012)
Nature 548, 66 (2017)

1s-2p:1.6x10-8; Lamb
Nature 561, 211 (2018)
Nature 578, 375 (2020)

Charge neutrality
Nature 539, 373 (2016)
Gravity (ongoing)

1s-2s: 4x10-15

PRL 107, 203001 (2011)

Carleton 1994Anti-H precision approaching that in H      



Anti-H spectroscopy precision approaching hydrogen! 

Anti-H

Hydrogen

Hydrogen: 4 x 10-15

Antihydrogen: 2 x 10-12

Within a factor of 500!



Demonstration of Laser Cooling

ALPHA-Canada                Research Proposal                 M. Fujiwara (PIN: 290734):   A-10 

  Fig. 8: 1s-2s-2p transitions of (anti)H 

simplicity allows unrivaled comparison with theory. The 1s-2s transition in atomic H has been 
measured43 to a precision of 4×10-15 with room for improvement. The antimatter equivalent of hydrogen 
is thus an ideal system for studying the equivalence of physics in matter and antimatter. Ordinary H 
atoms are difficult to detect with high efficiency. In contrast, a very important experimental advantage 
exists for anti-H spectroscopy. The transition of a single anti-atom from a trapped to an un-trapped state 
can be detected via annihilation signatures generated when the anti-atoms hit the (matter) walls of the 
apparatus. This is the reason why – with even just a few trapped anti-H – spectroscopic studies such as 
those we intend to perform will not only be possible, but will produce significant results from the very 
start.  
A simplified energy diagram of (anti)H is shown in Fig. 8. 
Absorption of 243 nm photon pairs from counter-propagating laser 
beams will induce Doppler–free (to first order) 1s–2s transitions. 
The excited states can either (a) de-excite back to the original state, 
(b) decay into the strong field seeking hyperfine states and hence 
are expelled from the magnetic trap, or (c) be photo-ionized by the 
243 nm photon. Transitions will be detected for atoms that follow 
branches (b) or (c). These transitions will be detected in one of 
two modes: (1) appearance mode: the annihilations of anti-H 
resulting from the 1s-2s transition are detected directly in the Si 
detector; (2) disappearance mode, where at the end of the resonant laser irradiation, the remaining anti-H 
are released from the trap, in which case one sees a reduction in signal if the anti-H are expelled from 
the trap during laser irradiation. By sweeping the laser frequency, and plotting the annihilation count rate, 
the 1s-2s resonant frequency will be determined. A possible signature for a 1s-2s transition that follows 
branch (c) is detection of pbars produced from laser induced ionization from the 2s state.   
ALPHA’s 1s-2s spectroscopy effort is led by Hangst (Aarhus), and is currently a high priority 
measurement for the ALPHA-2 device. ALPHA-Canada will vigorously contribute to this program in 
several significant ways based on our unique expertise: (a) detection of 1s-2s transitions via 
annihilations, (b) laser cooling to prepare a cold and dense sample of anti-H, (c) control of antimatter 
plasmas, magnetic field characterization, and anti-H spin manipulations via PW techniques, and (d) 
background and physics analyses. These will occur in addition to supporting operation of the ALPHA-2 
device. Aspects of the 1s-2s spectroscopy campaign will motivate theses for our HQP trainees.    
(b) Simulations for 1s-2s transition: Detailed simulations have been 
performed, taking into account anti-H orbits in the ALPHA trap, the 
magnetic field profile, Zeeman and time of flight broadening, as well 
as photo-ionization (Fig. 9). An example is shown for a disappearance 
measurement at a 243 nm laser power of 2 W, with a beam waist of 
200 microns, and an irradiation time of 500 s. The line shapes for both 
hyperfine sublevels (c to c and d to d transitions) are shown. With 
these parameters, a few weeks of beam time will be sufficient to 
observe the 1s-2s transition. Because of the five mirror coil 
configuration employed in the ALPHA-2 device, which permits 
homogenization the static magnetic field, Zeeman broadening is 
significantly reduced and the linewidth will be limited by time of flight broadening to Δf~60 kHz 
(FWHM), corresponding to a few×10-11 level of precision in the 1s-2s energy level. Even at this initial 
level, new constraints on combinations of fundamental constants such as the e+ mass and charge can be 
obtained as a test of CPT.44 Furthermore, we will be sensitive to the pbar charge radius (Sec 2.2). 
However, in order to maximize the potential of ALPHA-2, we require laser cooling (see below).  
  

 Fig. 9: simulated 1s-2s lineshape 

Personal information will be stored in the Personal Information Bank for the appropriate program.
PROTECTED B WHEN COMPLETED

Laser cooling (anti)hydrogen is hard
– 121 nm: vacuum ultraviolet 
– Challenging laser built at UBC, Canada
– Cooling takes hours (rather than msec)

Laser cooling a likely game changer in anti-H and H studies



CPT even

CPT odd

Lorentz even Lorentz odd

LV EFT 
(e.g. SM Extension)

SM
Most of BSM, FIPs

LV EFT 
(e.g. SM Extension)Beyond local QFT

Antimatter techniques 
can be applied to FIPs
searches

à ASACUSA

à BASE
à ALPHA



Electron-pbar interactions: ASACUSA

• The exotic atom, containing anti-p, 
e-, He nucleus (long-lived)

• Precision laser spectroscopy 
compared to QED 3-body 
calculations

• Any deviations could be interpreted 
as a new force between the 
constituents
– Helium nucleus - Antiproton
– Electron – Antiproton



5th force between Helium nucleus and Pbar: ASACUSA

• Search for a new Yukawa coupling at short distance scales 
[Salubides, Ubachs, Korobov, 2014]

NB: astrophysical constraints; See also Murata 2005, German et al. 2021 



Electron-Antiproton interactions: ASACUSA

• New spin dependent couplings between e- and antiproton
[Flambaum, Stadnik, Budker etc, PRL 2018, PRA 2022]

• Some parameter space already excluded if CPT assumed
• In other regions, e – pbar coupling is more strongly 

constrained than e – p (pseudoscalar example below)

electron – antiproton 
(from antiprotonic He)

Electron – proton
(from hydrogen)

ASACUSA aims at improving the precision by 100 in coming years (M. Hori) 



CPT even

CPT odd

Lorentz even Lorentz odd

LV EFT 
(e.g. SM Extension)

SM
Most of BSM, FIPs

LV EFT 
(e.g. SM Extension)Beyond local QFT

Antimatter techniques 
can be applied to FIPs
searches

à BASE

à BASE
à ALPHA

à ASACUSA



BASE: milli-charged particles

• BASE Penning trap: lowest noise trap 
[Phys. Rev. Lett. 122, 043201]

• Could search for anomalous heating 
from very low energy collisions, e.g. 
from milli-charged particles 

[Graham, Ramani, Budker, Ulmer etc. 2022] 

Also ALPHA limit on anti-H neutrality at 10-9[Nature 2016]

PRX Quantum 3, 010330 (2022)



BASE: Axion-Photon Coupling
Phys. Rev. Lett. 126, 041301 (2021)• Axion detection via LC circuits 

[Sikivie et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 112, 131301 (2014) ]
Axion in a strong Bext field can source a small 
magnetic field Ba, which can be detected by 
BASE’s sensitive detector

𝐵!

𝑉rms = 𝑉!" + 𝑉#"

Expected signal

BASE

Bext

Trapped pbar used to characterize the detector



Future potential 

Immediately realizable with BASE technology 
today, 6-9 months assembly time
($!
%
= 2.4 nV/ Hz, 7 T, 1 year acquisition)

Possible in the short term with detector RnD
work using BASE know-how
($!
%
= 2.4 nV/ Hz, 7 T, 1 year acquisition, use multiple 

higher frequency coils without excessive Q-loss)

Small detector(s): 5 cm long, 5 cm diameter 

Large detector: 80 cm long, 14 cm diameter

Much large detector volumes- in discussion with RADES/babyIAXO
Colder detectors- laser cooled resonators?
Lower noise amplifiers – particle assisted readout? 

Pushing the sensitivity further

Optimistic projection, “normal” Penning trap magnet
($!
%
= 2.4 nV/ Hz, 7 T, 1 year acquisition, 10 mK, Q=200,000)

Slide from Stefan Ulmer



CPT even

CPT odd

Lorentz even Lorentz odd

LV EFT 
(e.g. SM Extension)

SM
Most of BSM, FIPs

LV EFT 
(e.g. SM Extension)Beyond local QFT

Pushing precision of
Hydrogen experiments
with new techniques

à Could set limits on new 
bosons, e.g. Jones, 
Potvliege, Sapnnowsky
2020

à Hydrogen

à BASE
à ALPHA

à ASACUSA
à BASE



Example: (anti)hydrogen fountain!

Objective: to make precision hydrogen–antihydrogen comparison
in the same apparatus 

à Need to improve both anti-H and H techniques!



New project at TRIUMF

– R&D platform for development for 
“quantum sensing” techniques for anti-H 

– Use H (and other cold atoms) as proxy 
• (Anti)atomic fountain
• (Anti)Matter-wave interferometer

With H. Mueller 

• Ramsey hyperfine spectroscopy
• Optical trapping 
• Antimatter molecules

– Hydrogen difficult to handle
• 1s-2p transition at 121 nm
• Difficult to trap & detect
• No fountain made with H

HAICU(俳句): Hydrogen-Antihydrogen Infrastructure at Canadian Universities

– Techniques needed for anti-H 
could be useful to improve H 
measurements 

(Anti)Hydrogen Interferometer Simulation



Summary of Examples (Not) Discussed

CPT even

CPT odd

Lorentz even Lorentz odd

LV EFT 
(e.g. SM Extension)

SM
Most of BSM, FIPs

LV EFT 
(e.g. SM Extension)Beyond local QFT

Also, Weak Equivalence 
Principle tests by
• AEGIS
• Gbar
• ALPHA-g

à Hydrogen

à BASE
à ALPHA

à ASACUSA
à BASE

à BASE
à ALPHA

àASACUSA, 
AEGIS, Gbar

à ASACUSA



Antimatter and FIPs: Take home

Experiments at CERN’s antimatter facility has been 
making tremendous progress in the past 20 years;
Precision approaching, or surpassing, matter expts

Technologies developed can be applied 
to FIPs and other fundamental studies

Looking forward to fruitful collaborations!



Thank you, Merci!



Back up slides



Gravity: Weak Equivalence Principle

• Clock comparison
– Gravitational red shift

• Need antimatter & matter clocks
– BASE: Pbar, P cyclotron frequency 

2x10-7 [Nature 2022]
– ALPHA: 1s-2s transition frequency

• Gravitational Free fall
– Dropping antimatter in the Earth’s 

gravitational field
• 3 Expts ongoing at CERN

– AEIGS, Gbar, ALPHA-g
– Initial precision goal: 1% 

This is really hard!

• Strong indirect evidence against matter-antimatter asymmetry (in QFT framework) 
• No direct observational evidence below 1% [Lykken et al. arXiv:0808.3929]

AEGIS Gbar ALPHA-g



Limits on SME Coefficients: BASE

• The time-base analysis to constrain for the first time six coefficients of the 
Standard model extension with high precision

Coefficient Limit (CL 0.95)

!𝑏"∗$ 9.7×10%&' 𝐺𝑒𝑉

!𝑏"∗( 9.7×10%&' 𝐺𝑒𝑉

,𝑏),"∗$$ −,𝑏),"∗$( 5.4×10%+ 𝐺𝑒𝑉%,

,𝑏),"∗$- 3.7×10%+ 𝐺𝑒𝑉%,

,𝑏),"∗(- 3.7×10%+ 𝐺𝑒𝑉%,

,𝑏),"∗$( 2.7×10%+ 𝐺𝑒𝑉%,



Antimatter as a Quantum Sensor
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• Definition of ”Quantum sensing” 
Degen, Reinhard, Cappellaro, Rev. Mod. Phys. 89, 035002 (2017) 

ß We are here with ALPHA

ß We want to go there with HAICU

Quantum Sensing with Antimater

ß This is our ultimate dream



(Anti)Atom or Ion as a Quantum Sensor 

E(atom)  = E0 + ΔEext + ΔENP  (≡ EQFT )

E0 ~ me ⍺ 2 + … fn{Qe, Qp, me, mp, rp, µe … }
ΔEext : due to Ext field, e.g. E, B, Gravity
ΔENP : due to New Physics, e.g. DM, 5th force …

(could vary in time) 

p
e |1〉

|0〉

E(atom)

|1〉

|0〉

E’(anti-atom)+

-

p
e

_
+

E’ (anti-atom) = EQFT  + Δ ECPTV

ECPTV : Shift due to CPT violation; 
Beyond Quantum Field Theory!

CPT theorem requires E = E’ (i.e. Δ ECPTV = 0) in any local relativistic QFTs 

Atomic quantum sensor Anti-atomic quantum sensor 
Rev. Mod. Phys. 89, 035002 (2017) 



Statistical Sensitivity of Anti-H Spectroscopy 

Δ𝑓 ~
1

𝑊!"#$ & 𝜀%$& & 𝑁'&() & 𝑃&*'#+

Spectral linewidth  à Laser cooling (Note 1/linear scaling!)

Detection efficiency  à Si vertex detector, radial TPC

# trapped atoms  à Trap & plasma techniques

Transition probability  à laser, microwaves

Feels crazy to talk about “sensitivity”… 
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1000 mW Simulation

Example of technologies Factors

Ant-H 1s-2s resonance
[Nature 2018]





Continuous Stern 
Gerlach Effect

Image Current 
Measurements

𝜇"̅
𝜇#

=
𝑔"̅
2
𝑒"̅/𝑚"̅

𝑒"/𝑚"
=
𝜈$
𝜈%

straight forward

difficult

S. Ulmer et al., PRL  107, 103002 (2011)

C. Smorra et al., Phys. Lett. B  769, 1 (2017)

B
!

Lw!

BASE: Magnetic Moment Measurements







Couplings between dark matter and antiprotons
Measure the coupling ℒint = − !"

#!
'𝜓𝛾$𝛾% 𝜓 between ultralight, pseudoscalar ALP relic dark matter and *𝑝

Interaction

𝐻int = −
𝐶'̅𝑎(
2𝑓"

sin(𝜔"𝑡) �⃗�'̅ 8 �⃗�"

between the momentum of the axion field 
�⃗�"and the antiproton spin vector �⃗�'̅
oscillating at the axion Compton frequency 
𝜔"= 𝑚"𝑐)/ℏ

Should cause characteristic time dependent 
variation in 𝜈*, by constraining the size of 
this a-�̅� coupling limits extracted

𝒂- *𝒑 coupling limits a natural bi-product of precision CPT tests 
C. Smorra et al., Nature 575, 310 (2019). 47



Conversion of Axion-like particles into photons in the detector  

Axions can couple to photons via the interaction term ℒint = − "!"
#
𝑎𝐹$% )𝐹$%

This modifies Maxwell’s equations 

∇ + 𝐸 = 𝜌 − 𝑔!& 𝐵 + ∇𝑎
∇×𝐵 − 𝜕'𝐸 = 𝐽 + 𝑔!&(𝐵𝜕'𝑎 − 𝐸×∇𝑎)
∇ + 𝐵 = 0
∇×𝐸 + 𝜕'𝐵 = 0

Inside the resonator housing, 𝑑 ≪ 𝜆!, and where there is a strong field 𝐵(, the axions
source a magnetic field 

𝐵! =
1
2 𝑟𝑔!& 𝐵) 𝜌!ℏ𝑐

Sikivie et al. PRL 112, 131301 (2014); Y. Kim et al. Phys. Dark Universe 26, 100362 (2019). 48



Expected signal

The resonator backgroundThe axion signal

𝐵!

𝑉rms = 𝑉!" + 𝑉#"

How to measure 𝑻𝒛?

J. A. Devlin et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 126, 041301 (2021).49



A quantum “Boltzmann” thermometer

Trapped antiproton’s axial motion reaches thermal equilibrium with the detector- can use it as a “quantum” sensor

Magnetic inhomogneity
gives axial frequency shift 
proportional to 𝜇 ∝ 𝑛*

Knowing strength 
of inhomogeneity, 
can determine 𝑇+

rf a
t 𝜐+

+ 𝜐*

ℎ𝜐+

ℎ𝜐*

axial

magnetron

Be

I
1. 2.

3.
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